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Abstract
In this paper, a novel accelerating Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) algorithm based on High-Level Synthesis (HLS) on FPGA (Field
Programmable Gate Array) is proposed. The proposed algorithm (HACO-F) is implemented by C/C++ programming language and
calculated by floating-point. For the sake of accelerating, the algorithm mainly employs the data optimization strategy to redefine the
variables precision in HACO-F to reduce resource utilization and energy consumption. Then, we explore a loop optimization strategy
including pipeline and unroll to parallelize loops in HACO-F to decrease computation time. The experimental results show that the
HACO-F algorithm can achieve more than 6 times accelerating performance than that of the AS (Ant System) at the same search ability.
The resource utilization in HACO-F is 1% FF, 4% LUT, and 9% BRAM decrease. The total on-chip energy consumption of HACO-F is
reduced by 23.9%.
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1. Introduction
With developments in integration, reconfiguration, and performance optimization in FPGA research, it has attracted more
attention from academia and industry, especially in the algorithm optimization on FPGA (e.g. ACO algorithm optimization).
Hence, much research has investigated how to accelerate the ACO algorithm on FPGA [5,6,12,13,14,15].
In the early stage, research for ACO algorithm acceleration on FPGA was based on Hardware Description Language
(HDL). Guntsch et al. [5] first implemented the ACO on FPGA devices using VHDL language, i.e. P-ACO [5,14]. In their
research, it is hard to map resource on FPGA. For instance, the calculations of pheromone values are executed when the
FIFO-queue determines that a better solution can replace an older population. Moreover, it might need a lot of the hardware
knowledge to implement the P-ACO on FPGA, which raised the bar for accelerating the ACO algorithm. After that,
Scheuermann et al. [13] proposed a counter-based ant colony optimization (C-ACO) for the resource mapping on FPGA.
The C-ACO is a more suitable method than P-ACO to implement on FPGA. Juang et al. [9] proposed the ACO-FC based on
a fuzzy controller system design. In their design, the key values of heuristic information are ignored in calculating transition
probabilities. This may result in a low-quality convergence.
Currently, research has turned to accelerating the ACO algorithm using both hardware and software co-design methods
[7,8,16]. Hsu et al. [7] designed an improved ACO algorithm and implemented on the FPGA. To avoid local minima, they
continuously tuned a setting parameter and employed novel mechanisms for updating partial pheromone and opposite
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pheromone. Huang et al. [8] presented an ant colony optimization-particle swarm optimization (ACO-PSO) algorithm by
combining the system-on-a-programmable chip (SoPC) and HW/SW co-design method. In their ACO-PSO algorithm, the
communication among different models could be a performance barrier on FPGA.
Above all, these accelerating methods are more or less based on the HDL, which needs a lot of manual work and time
for simulation, synthetization and implementation [8]. Moreover, to avoid the complexity of implementation on FPGA, the
ACO could be simplified or cut down on some functions. This could lead to the downgrade of algorithm performance.
Complementary to the above methods, this paper proposes a novel accelerating algorithm, which employs a High-Level
Synthesis (HLS) [2] method to accelerate the floating-point ACO algorithm (HACO-F) on FPGA by “C/C++” language.
The contributions of the proposed HACO-F are listed as follows.
1) The proposed HACO-F can decrease resource utilization under an acceptable accuracy by a data optimization
strategy. We employ data optimization to redefine the variable precision of HACO-F to reduce resource utilization
and energy consumption. Moreover, the definition of the overflow type also improves the search ability of HACOF.
2) The execution time of HACO-F is greatly reduced by adopting loop optimization strategies in HLS. We use loop
optimization strategies including PIPELINE and UNROLL to parallelize loops in HACO-F to decrease execution
time.
In addition, we implement a prototype system for HACO-F including communication interfaces. The rest of this paper
is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the optimization strategies of the HLS. Section 3 describes the design and
implementation of HACO-F algorithm in detail. Section 4 presents the experimental results. Section 5 concludes this paper
and outlines the future work.
2. Preliminary
The HLS provides many optimization strategies for accelerating algorithms that mainly include two aspects: data
optimizations and loop optimizations. The HACO-F design is based on these acceleration strategies.
2.1. Data optimization
In the FPGA, resources such as hardware memory are very limited and precious. For example, the byte-based data storage
implemented by the standard C/C++ could result in the waste of these memory resources. This is because that when a bit is
required to represent a bool variable, the use of an 8-bit byte variable for data storage may result in other 7-bit waste.
Especially when the valid bits are up to 34 bits, a float type to conduct a multiplication may use a 64-bit memory storage to
guarantee the accuracy. The extra utilization of bits-based memory storage not only consumes a lot of resources, but also
takes a long computation time. Hence, it is reasonable to believe that a reasonable definition of the variables’ bits in memory
in an algorithm can improve the performance of algorithm.
Besides the variables’ valid bits, the behaviors of overflow and underflow can also be defined. When overflowing, the
variables can be saturated to the maximum value, zero, or just wrapped around to throw the overflow bits. The wrap-around
way will lose the most significant bit, leaving just the follow bits. However, a suitable definition of the variables’ overflow
type may lead to a brand new efficiency of the algorithm, especially when used to a probabilistic variable. The least
significant bits of the variables can be saturated to the nearest value when underflow happens.
In addition, different protocols to transfer data may take different effects on speed. If the handshaking signals of the
interface protocol are too frequent, the transfer of large size data may cost more delay cycles. Therefore, to achieve fast
variable data transfers, the efficient protocols chosen may also influence the efficiency of the algorithms.
2.2. Loop optimization
Loop optimization uses configurable computation resources to complete loops or functions in parallel. In FPGA, there are
some available logic and memory resources, and they can be used to accelerate a loop by specifying a loop optimization
method as follows.
Loop pipelining (PIPELINE) can execute following instructions before total completion of concurrent operations. For
example, it is reasonable to execute a read operator and an add operator in a loop at the same clock cycle, as there is no
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resource overlap between the two operators, thereby reducing the waiting time. This is a much better strategy in increasing
the loop throughput and speed when there are limited logic and memory resources.
Loop unrolling (UNROLL) utilizes redundant resources to make all loop instructions completed in one clock cycle. As
opposed to with PIPELINE, UNROLL uses the same resources to enter the loop partly or totally in parallel. This
optimization strategy can greatly cut down execution delays of loops, namely trading space for time.
3. HACO-F design based on HLS
The HACO-F is designed on HLS by integrating the Ant System (AS) algorithm [4], as the computation scale is larger than
those of other ACOs. The HACO-F design is composed of two aspects. One is data optimization design, which can be
employed to redefine the precision of variables for further reduction of resource usage. The other is loop optimization
design, which can be used to make the AS algorithm paralleled and integrated in FPGA. The notations of HACO-F are
explained in Table 1.
Notations
d
n
m
NC
IN
seed
ρ
Q
η
tabu
allowed
L
τ
△τ
p
besttour
tourlength
α
β
i
j
s
k

Table 1 Notations of HACO-F
Specification
city location data
city quantity
ant quantity
trip quantity
pheromone initial value
random function seed
volatilization coefficient
constant coefficient for the calculating of △τ
heuristic information , the visibility of the road
visited cities list of ants
unvisited cites list of ants
tour length of all the ants
road pheromone
update pheromone
transition probability
best tour map
best tour length
parameter of τ
parameter of η
index variable of n
index variable of n
index variable of n
index variable of m

3.1. HACO-F data optimization design
Data optimization is to redefine the precision of the variables used in the algorithm to further reduce the resource usage. In
the process of data optimization, it mainly focuses on the boundaries of input variables, which may differ in different
applications. According to the boundaries of input variables, it is easy to redefine the valid bits of these input variables.
Especially for float type variables, we redefine the precision by the following transition principle. For the precision
insensitive variables, 6bits in decimal (20bits in binary) is defined, and the total bits should be defined smaller than 32bits
(the same with float type). Otherwise there would be little optimization or even worse. For some precision sensitive
variables, the total bits may be up to 64bits (the same with double type). In particular, we may approximate the percentage
values with 6bits in binary. Other variables’ valid bits are defined based on the relations such as the operations relations and
valid bits dependency relations.
To enhance the flexibility, we adopt variables as input. The HACO-F input variables include city location (d), city
quantity (n), ant quantity (m), trip quantity (NC), pheromone initial value (IN), random seed (seed), volatilization coefficient
(ρ), and constant coefficient (Q). Intermediary variables include the visibility of the road (η), visited cities list (tabu),
unvisited cites list (allowed), the tour length (L), pheromone (τ), pheromone update (△τ), and the transition probability (p).
Output variables contain best tour map (besttour) and tour length (tourlength). In addition, there are some predefined
parameters such as, α, β and index variables such as i,j,k.
The scope of ρ is [0,1], we redefine it as percentage values, ufixed(7,1), integer 1bits, and decimal 6 bits. Q is a constant
in AS, We redefine Q as ufixed(32,16), integer 16 bits, decimal 16 bits, and as a input variable for the flexibility of HACO-
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F. seed and NC are defined with int type for better randomness and greater searching ability. Input variable IN is dependent
on τ. To limit the total resource of HACO-F, we redefine d as uint(16) and m as uint(7). As opposed to the input variables
above, the valid bits of input variables n are different in different applications.

Figure.1 the relations and precision of notations in HACO-F

We do not specify the actual valid bits here (with an unknown Bn below), as we leave it to section 5 experiments.
With the defined valid bits of the input variables above, we present the other variables’ valid bits defined based on the
relations and the design principle described in the first paragraph of this section, Figure 1. For example, pijk is the sum of the
product of τij ’s square and η’s square. Actually, the precision will be fixed-point ufixed(92,12) to store all the bits. We just
redefine pijk to fixed-point ufixed(64,12), integer 12bits, and decimal 52bits to reduce the memory and logic resources. L’s
precision depends on the input variables n and d, and is the sum of them. The precision of output variable besttour is
redefined based on the intermediate variable tuba, which depends on n. The other output variable tourlength’s precision is
based on L.
In particular, we redefine the overflow types of τij and △τ as ‘AP_WRAP’. The ‘AP_WRAP’ type is to throw the
overflow bits, just leaving the following valid bits. This is an appropriate idea to avoid the excessive heuristic information
with no extra logic resource increases. The overflow types of other float type variables are redefined as ‘AP_SAT’. The
‘AP_SAT’ type is to saturate the value to the nearest maximum absolute value when overflowing. The underflow types of all
the variables in HACO-F are defined as ‘AP_RND’, which is to round the value to the nearest maximum absolute value. In
this way, the minimum values of them will not be zero, avoiding total loss of the heuristic information.
Moreover, the heuristic parameters are set as α=2, β=2. The index variables’ precision is not redefined for reducing
variable conversions.
3.2. HACO-F loop optimization design
HACO-F contains two main parts, initialization and search the best solutions. There are some inner loops in these two parts
respectively. We use UNROLL to parallel the search the best solutions loop and use PIPELINE to optimize all the other
loops, shown as follows.
Step 1: Initialize parameters. This step is to initialize all the variables of HACO-F, such as the input parameters n, m,
NCMAX and the index variables i, j, k. Before assignments, there need to be some scope checks for the input values to avoid
overflow of n and d. As variable η is the reciprocal of d, we separate the initialization of η and d to two separate loops to
avoid data dependence for better pipelining. Then, there will be two loops: one is the initialization of d, and the other loop is
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the initializations of η, τ and △τ. Both of these loops are dual loops from 0 to n. We use PIPELINE to optimize the two dual
loops, shown as Figure 2 (a).

(a)

(b)
Figure 2. (a) initialization of HACO-F (b) the best solution search

The input variable seed is used to initialize the random generated function. The random numbers used in HACO-F are
pseudo-random numbers generated by mixed congruence method. We use the input variable seed as the initial value of the
random function, and generate the pseudo-random numbers by the multiplication-addition operator. Firstly, multiply seed
with a predefined value, and we get the result as seed1. Secondly, add another predefined value to seed1, and then we get the
first random number rand1. After that, set the random value rand1 as the new seed value, and go on as before. As seed can
be set with different value from input, the random numbers generated will be different in different times. In this way, we can
get random numbers continually. Generally, ‘%’ operator is used to narrow the scope of random numbers in C/C++. Here,
we exchange the operator ‘%’ to operator ‘&’ and ‘>>’ operators as the ‘%’ operator is time-consuming. Such as R0=R1%48,
R1 is the random number generated, R0 is the result which is from 0 to 47. We may transfer to three separate instructions:
first R0=R1&0x1F, second R0+=(R1>>5)&0xF, third R0+=(R1>>9)&0x1. It is to say that R0 is composed of the dissected bits
of R1 from bit0 to bit9. The maximum of R0 is equal to 0x1F+0xF+0x1=47. Similarly, the minimum of R0 is 0. So the scope
of R0 is [0,48). As R1 is a random number and R0 is got from the dissected bits of R1, the result of R0 is also a random number.
Step 2: Search the best solutions. In this step, there are three parts inside. We unroll the outer loop to make the inner
three parts execute in parallel, shown as Figure 2 (b), and describe the inner parts as three separate steps as follows.
Step 3: Search available solutions. In this step, the outer loop is to finish the solution searching of all ants. And its upper
bound is the ant number m. The first inner loop is to clear the tabu list of ant k. The following inner loop is to finish ant k’s
solution searching of all the cities. We pipeline these three loops, as there are temporal order relations among them, shown
as Figure 3 (a).
In this step, Move ant k to an unvisited city (with ‘*’ in Figure 3 (a)), we use the pseudo-random-proportional rule [3]
to determine the next city that ants would move to (as it is like roulette, we called roulette follows), shown as Figure 3 (b).
Firstly, compute the sum of the transition probabilities of unvisited cities, as psum. Secondly, generate a random percentage
pk. Thirdly, do roulette, namely, compute the sum of the transition probabilities of unvisited cities in order, as ppro, until the
transition percentage (ppro/psum) is bigger or equal than pk. Then the city roulette success is that the ant chooses.
For optimization, we make some tricks for the implementation of the roulette rule. We merge the code of compute the
transition probability (with ‘#’ in Figure 3 (b)) and the follow if conditional to one if conditional statement. We generate the
random probability pR as a random integer, which is more suitable for the process computation than percentage values. Then
we multiply 127 in both sides of the inequality in the if conditional. So the inequality is transferred to ppro*127 >= psum*pR’,
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where pR’ is got from pR &0x7F. In this way, the computation of the transition probability with ‘/’ operator is removed and
it does not change the rule.

(a)

(b)
Figure 3. (a) available solutions search (b) transition rule

In addition, for better pipelining, we use three additional variables a, b, c, when computing the sum of transition
probabilities. It splits the pow function to three individual multiplies to decrease the computation intervals. The precision of
a and b is dependent on the assignment variables ηij and τij, and the variable c’s precision is defined as ufixed(32,6), integer 6
bits, decimal 26 bits, based on the principle described in data optimization.
Step 4: Compute and compare the solutions. In this part, there is one outer loop with two inner loops. The outer loop is
to finish road length computations in current cycle of all ants. The loop’s scope is from 0 to m. The first inner loop is to
compute ant k’s road length. The follow inner loop is to update the shortest road and shortest length, when a shorter length is
found. We pipeline these three loops, shown in Figure 4 (a).

(a)
(b)
Figure 4. (a) the comparisons of solutions (b) road pheromone update

Step 5: Update road pheromones based on new solutions. In this step, there are two loops. The first loop is to update
each road’s △τ based on the new tour map of ant k. The update rule of △τ is based on paper [4] with no simplified. The
following inner loop is to update the road pheromone τ based on △τ. As the precision of τ has been redefined, the values of τ
can be confined automatically without the if-else conditional statement, which is a good method for code optimization. We
pipeline these three loops, shown as Figure 4 (b).
The complexity of HACO-F is the same with AS, and the complexity of pseudo-random-proportional is O(n).
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3.3. Prototype
The prototype implementation of the HACO-F IP core is based on the Zynq [1] FPGA platform, shown as Figure 5 (a). The
PS part of Zynq is dual-core ARM CPU, which is able to run a Linux OS for system control and the data transfer control.
The PL part of Zynq is the FPGA, where we can integrate the HACO-F IP core. The axilite [11] peripherals bus is applied to

(a)

(b)
Figure 5. (a) the framework of HACO-F prototype system (b) IP core of HACO-F

integrate the HACO-F IP core and DMA as devices in the system, meanwhile to transfer variables’ data. The DMA is used
to connect the HACO-F IP core and the PS high performance bus ports through axis [11] protocol to directly access DDR
memory. In this way, the HACO-F IP core is independent with the PS, which is able to leave the PS resource to other
processes.
The IP core of HACO-F is shown in Figure 5 (b). Input variable d is a Bn*Bn array, we implement it as an axis slave
port. The slave port is designed to connect to the axis master port of the DMA. Output variable besttour is also a Bn size
array, we implement it as an axis master port, and connect to the axis slave port of the DMA. All the other parameters
described in data optimization, we use the axilite bus to finish the data transfer, as the data size is small. The bus width of
both axis and axilite are 32 bits. In addition, the clock and reset ports are needed for HACO-F IP core. After that, the
interrupt port is used to indicate the end-of-run of HACO-F.
4. Experiments
The experiments are conducted on the Zynq FPGA platform. The clock of PS is 667MHz, and the clock of PL, e.g. FPGA
part, is set 150MHz.
In order to show the performance of HACO-F, we typically choose a real-world traveling salesman problem (TSP) and
att48 in TSPLIB [10] can be mapped as cities’ locations. In att48, the valid bits of n are 6 bits because the value of n is 48.
Subsequently the valid bits of L is 22(6+16) bits. For the purpose of pre-reserving bits for the error code, the final valid bits
of L are set as 25 bits. Other parameters such as seed, IN, ρ, Q, m, and NC can be dynamically changed in testing.
4.1. Execution time
Table 2 shows the latency time of HACO-F and AS in synthesis. In Table 2, we can see that the maximum accelerate rate of
HACO-F is 10.2, and the minimum accelerate rate is 3.9. The average accelerate rate is approximately 7.
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Table 2 Latency of HACO-F and AS
HACO-F
AS
rate
46446037
472007119
10.2
241986037
945317119
3.9

To obtain the performance of acceleration, we test the execution time of HACO-F and AS on real embedded system on
Zynq. The PS of Zynq executes a C/C++ AS algorithm as the baseline of experimental results. According to the complexity
of HACO-F, its execution time is mainly impacted by these variables i.e. n, m and NC. Hence, we dynamically change the
value of m, and observe NC, then in turn. The results are shown in Table 3.
Table 3 Execution time of HACO-F and AS
parameters
HACO-F/s
AS/s
NC=10
0.053408
0.312318
NC=20
0.103381
0.622123
m=50
NC=50
0.252929
1.563667
NC=80
0.402664
2.502337
NC=100
0.502404
3.098722
m=10
0.084125
0.51183
m=20
0.163298
1.006051
NC=80
m=40
0.322276
2.004416
m=80
0.640687
4.000108
m=100
0.798378
4.993827

rate
5.85
6.02
6.18
6.21
6.17
6.08
6.16
6.22
6.24
6.25

In Table 3, we can observe that the execution time of HACO-F IP core is less than 6 times that of AS algorithm
running in the ARM hard core. Moreover, when the values of m and NC are small, the time for DMA transferring data may
take up more percentage of the execution time. Therefore, the accelerate rate is less than the following tests. These results
also show that loop optimization and data optimization in HACO-F are very effective and efficient.
4.2. Accuracy
As the variables τ and △ τ are redefined, the scopes of them are much smaller than AS. According to the relations shown in
the data optimization section, the input variables IN, ρ and Q have a great impact on accuracy of τ and △ τ. If the values of
IN, ρ and Q are too big, the variables τ and △ τ will be quickly saturated. So search results perform well when the values of
IN and ρ are small. Since both HACO-F and AS have randomness, the results are different in different conditions. We
randomly select 10 groups with m=50 and NC=100. Table 4 shows the search results of HACO-F and AS.
The results show that the accuracy of HACO-F and AS are almost in the same level. Moreover, as we define τ and △τ
‘Wrap-around’ type, which can make the ants more extra chances to search different roads near the convergence of HACO-F
after τ and △τ are saturation. This is the reason for the improvement of search ability of HACO-F.

ρ
0.25
0.375
0.5
0.875
0.25
0.5
0.25
0.75
0.875
0.25

Table 4 Accuracy of HACO-F and AS
parameters
road length
IN
Q
seed
HACO-F
AS
0.25
5
3
11353
11463
1
10
5
11395
11643
0.25
20
85
11074
11314
0.375
50
66
11187
11209
0.25
200
888
11867
11844
0.5
10
56
11154
11430
0.25
20
81
11465
11388
0.875
50
90
11458
11251
0.25
1000
55
11648
11570
0.375
2000
29
11790
11417

4.3. Resource utilization and energy consumption
Table 5 shows the resource utilization before and after HLS accelerating.
Table 5 Resource of HACO-F IP core
Resource
AS
HACO-F
BRAM
51(18%)
27(9%)
DSP
9(4%)
35(15%)
FF
8511(7%)
6570(6%)
LUT
12111(22%)
9904 (18%)

distance
-110
-248
-240
-22
23
-276
77
207
78
373
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We can observe the resource utilization is just DSP 15%, 6% FF, 18% LUT, 9% BRAM. The resource utilization of
HACO-F are 1% FF, 4% LUT, 9% BRAM decrease than AS, and 11% DSP increase. The increase of DSP is because that we
redefine the variables’ precision in HAOC-F, and the redefined variables’ multiplications are implemented by DSP resource.
Moreover, in HACO-F we split the multiplication-addition operator of p in substep, which adds more multiplication
operators. The additional multiplications executing in pipeline finally result in the increase of DSP resource. The division
operator in assignment of η may consume other DSP resource.
Obviously, the conversion of ‘%’ operator to ‘&’ operators consumes less LUTs and FFs’ resource. As the variables’
precision is cut down, the resource of BRAM dynamically decreases. Note that the variable tabu reduces the utilization of
BRAM from 16 to 3, as the precision is redefined from 32(int) to 6.
Figure 6 shows the energy consumption before and after HLS accelerating in the integrated system. Due to the decrease
of logic resource, the on-chip power of system drops 0.111W. The power of DSP resource grows while the power of FF,
BRAM, LUT, Clock and Signals decrease.

Figure 6. Energy consumption of HACO-F IP core

5. Conclusions
In this paper, we have proposed HACO-F, which is the accelerating algorithm based on HLS designed by C/C++
programing language. The data optimization by redefining the variables in HACO-F decreases resource utilization by 1%
FF, 4% LUT, 9% BRAM. The redefined overflow type of floating-point variables τ and △τ are able to improve search ability
near the convergence of HACO-F with no extra resource consumption. Then, we have explored the loop optimization
strategies including pipeline and unroll in HLS to parallelize the loops in HACO-F. The experimental results show that the
HACO-F algorithm can accelerate more than 6 times speed than that of the AS. Moreover, the system on-chip energy
consumption decreases by 23.9%.
In the future work, we will consider to extend our prototype system to accelerate most of the intelligent algorithms
(e.g. Convolutional Neural Network, CNN). In addition, we will also consider to investigate the energy saving strategy (e.g.
dormancy strategy) for further reducing the energy consumption.
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